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Relaxation of the electron energy distribution function in the afterglow
of a N2 microwave discharge including space-charge field effects
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The relaxation of the electron energy distribution function~EEDF! in the post-discharge of anv/(2p)
52.45 GHz microwave discharge in N2 has been investigated by solving the time-dependent Boltzmann
equation, including a term taking into account electron losses by diffusion under the presence of a space-charge
field. It is shown that although the high-energy tail of the EEDF is rapidly depleted in times of 1027 s
~p52 and 10 Torr!, the electron densityne(t), the electron transport parameters, and the rate coefficients for
some processes induced by electron impact, with energy thresholds typically smaller than;2–3 eV, such as,
e.g., stepwise excitation of N2(B

3Pg) and N2(C
3Pu) states from N2(A

3Su
1) metastables and excitation of

N2(X
1Sg

1 ,v) levels, are only slowly modified in the time intervalt;10272331024 s due to the large
characteristic times for ambipolar diffusion. As a result of modifications inne(t), the change from ambipolar
to free diffusion regimes occurs abruptly att;331024 and;1023 s for p52 and 10 Torr, respectively.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.63.046404 PACS number~s!: 52.65.2y, 52.80.2s, 52.90.1z, 82.33.Xj
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of N2 post-discharges is currently receivin
much attention, both experimental and theoretical, due to
great impact in applications related to surface treatme
such as steel surface nitriding@1–3# and plasma sources of N
atoms@4,5#. Accordingly, spectroscopic studies of the mo
intense emission bands of N2 ~namely, the first and secon
positive systems of N2! and N2

1 ~the first negative system
which in a post-discharge is usually called apink afterglow!
have been systematically investigated in several publicat
@4–6#, with the aim toward a complete characterization
both the short-lived and remote afterglow regions. Moreov
the vibrational distribution of N2(X

1Sg
1 ,v) molecules in the

post-discharge@that is, the so-called vibrational distributio
function ~VDF!# was also studied by Raman-Stokes scat
ing @7#, while the population of N2(A

3Su
1) metastables was

measured in the afterglow of a flowing N2 discharge by int-
racavity laser absorption spectroscopy@8#, due to the strong
coupling between both N2(X,v) and N2(A) species and the
emissions from electronic states@9#. At the same time, we
are unaware of any experiments to determine the elec
energy distribution function~EEDF! in N2 afterglow plas-
mas, with the exception of Ref.@10#. Finally, many features
revealed in afterglow experiments were interpreted theor
cally in Refs.@9, 11#.

On the other hand, theoretical analyses have also b
carried out, since the 1980s by Capitelli and co-worke
mainly on the coupling between the EEDF and the VDF
N2(X,v) molecules@12#, as well as on the coupling betwee
the EEDF and electronically excited states@13,14#. These
studies have shown, among other aspects, that during
earlier and intermediate instants of the afterglow a very
relaxation brings the EEDF to a quasistationary state with
VDF, in which the superelastic collisions of electrons w
vibrationally excited molecules N2(X,v) compensate for the
inelastic vibrational losses. The coupling between the EE
and VDF was used in Ref.@15# to derive the vibrational
1063-651X/2001/63~4!/046404~13!/$20.00 63 0464
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temperature of the VDF, by measuring the slope of
EEDF in the vibrational excitation region. In parallel, seve
studies have also been conducted on the variation of the e
tron density in decaying N2 plasmas, using, for instance,
pulsed discharge@16# or a freely localized microwave dis
charge@17#, and on the effect of electron-electron collision
on the EEDF in a decaying plasma@18#.

However, in most studies on electron kinetics in a po
discharge, the relaxation of the EEDF was considered ass
ing that electron losses occur due to dissociative electron
recombination and free diffusion only, which leads to un
alistic fast relaxation times for the electron density, and
the electron transport parameters, due to the neglect of
transition from ambipolar to free diffusion regimes that o
curs at the beginning of the afterglow@19–21#. In this paper,
we report results of a theoretical study based on solution
the time-dependent Boltzmann equation, written for a N2 mi-
crowave post-discharge atv/(2p)52.45 GHz in which a
term for electron losses by diffusion in the presence o
space-charge field is considered. The transition from am
polar to free diffusion regimes is assured by the monoto
reduction of the space-charge field, as the electron den
decreases from the discharge to the post-discharge regio
a flowing afterglow. This approach allows us to obtain re
able data for the EEDF and related electron energy-avera
quantities that clearly constitute an improvement to previo
works, and that are of great importance to interpret the af
glow experiments.

The present study shows that residual electron impact
citation maintains some efficacy in the post-discharge up
times of;1024 s, not only due to the vibrational superela
tic heating of electrons but also as a consequence of the l
characteristic time for electron losses by diffusion in t
presence of a space-charge field. This effect is markedly
ible for the case of stepwise electron excitation involving t
impact of low-energy electrons, e.g., in excitation
N2(B

3Pg) and N2(C
3Pu) states from N2(A

3Su
1) meta-

stables. The conclusions of the present paper are qua
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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tively in line with the spectroscopic observations realized
a N2 rf pulsed post-discharge, where some evidence
found for the existence of electron impact excitation dur
the vibrational relaxation of N2(C,v8) states@22#. The strong
efficacy of the electron collision processes responsible
vibrational excitation are also shown to survive in a N2 post-
discharge up tot;1 ms. In addition, the present results a
in agreement with the variation of the effective diffusio
coefficient, assuring the transition from ambipolar to fr
diffusion regimes, derived from breakdown time delay d
@21#. Other aspects revealed in this work, such as the e
tence of the coupling between the EEDF and the VDF ci
above, or the influence of electron-electron collisions on
EEDF, are globally in agreement with previous studies@12–
15,18#.

II. TIME-DEPENDENT ELECTRON BOLTZMANN
EQUATION

In this section we will derive the final form taken by th
time-dependent Boltzmann equation for electrons, as use
this paper, to study the relaxation of the EEDF in a N2 after-
glow. In such conditions, the Boltzmann equation needs
take into account the processes that produce a change o
electron density, such as the electron losses by electron
recombination and diffusion, the latter in the presence o
space-charge field. Moreover, the effects produced by
space-charge field should be progressively reduced fro
discharge region to a post-discharge region, due to the m
tonic decreasing of the electron density, since the first
stants of the afterglow.

The standard procedure to study this problem starts wi
Boltzmann equation usually written in the form@23,24#

]F

]t
1“ r•~vF !2“v•S eE

m
F D5S ]F

]t D
c

, ~1!

whereF(r,v,t) is the electron velocity distribution function
constrained to the normalization condition*Fdv5ne(r ,t),
with dv andne denoting a three-dimensional volume eleme
in velocity space and the electron density, respectively;“ r
and“v are the gradient operators in configuration and vel
ity spaces,e and m are the electron absolute charge a
mass, and the right-hand side member of Eq.~1! represents a
collision operator taking into account the effects of two d
ferent types of elementary processes:~i! processes that kee
the electron density constant, such as recoil collisions,
elastic, and superelastic collisions for excitation and dee
tation of rotational and vibrational levels of N2, inelastic
collisions for excitation of electronic states, and Coulom
collisions; and~ii ! processes that produce a change on
electron number density, such as ionization and electron
recombination. Here we assume that the total electric fi
acting on the electrons consists of an applied HF field
frequencyv, and complex amplitudeEp , and a dc space
charge fieldEs, as follows:

E~r ,t !5Ep exp~ j vt !1Eg~l!. ~2!
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The amplitudeEs depends on position butEp is assumed
spatially constant.

Equation~1! may be solved by expandingF in spherical
harmonics in velocity space and in Fourier series in time

F5(
l

(
k

Fk
l Pl~cosu!exp~ jkvt !

.F0
01S v

v D •@F0
11F1

1 exp~ j vt !#. ~3!

When the anisotropies resulting from the spatial gradie
and the field are small, and for higher values of the fie
frequencyv, so thatv@te

21, with te denoting the charac
teristic time for electron energy relaxation by collisions,
terms except the three indicated in Eq.~3! may be dropped.
In a HF stationary dischargeF0

0, F0
1 and F1

1 are time-
independent isotropic functions. The constancy ofF0

0 is as-
sociated with the so-calledeffective field approximationcase,
where the time variation of the alternating field is so rap
that the electrons only can see an average field@25#. The
anisotropies are dictated by the action of the gradients
density and space-charge field,F0

1, and by the applied HF
field, F1

1. In a HF discharge, constrained to the conditionv
@te

21, we have]F0
0/]t50, ]F0

1/]t50 and]F1
1/]t5 j vF1

1,
with j 5A21. However, in order to extend this theory to
post-discharge, a time variation should be contemplated h
in these three functions.

Inserting Eqs.~2! and ~3! into Eq. ~1! and then equating
terms of similar angle dependence and periodic time va
tion, one obtains one scalar equation and two vector eq
tions:

]F0
0

]t
1

v
3
“ r•F0

12
1

v2

]

]v Fev2

6m
Re$Ep•F1

1%1
ev2

3m
~Es•F0

1!G
5S ]F0

0

]t D
c

, ~4!

v“ rF0
02

eEs

m

]F0
0

]v
52vc

eF0
1, ~5!

j vF1
12

eEp

m

]F0
0

]v
52nc

eF1
1. ~6!

Here Re$ % meansthe real part of, the right-hand side of Eq
~4! denotes the collision operator for the isotropic functi
F0

0, andnc
e is an effective collision frequency for momentu

transfer including both elastic and inelastic contributio
@26#. Sincenc

e@te
21 holds in the whole significant electro

energy range, the relaxation of the anisotropic compon
F0

1, associated with the density gradients and the spa
charge field, occurs much faster thanF0

0, so thatF0
1 may be

assumed in quasi equilibrium@]F0
1 /]t50 in Eq. ~5!#, within

the time scale used to study the variations ofF0
0.
4-2
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Inserting the expressions forF0
1 andF1

1 given by Eqs.~5!
and ~6! into Eq. ~4!, and neglecting the term in (Es•F0

1) in
this latter equation, we obtain the following equation forF0

0:

]F0
0

]t
2

v2

3nc
e“ r

2F0
01

ev

3mnc
e“ r•S Es

]F0
0

]v D
2

1

v2

]

]v F v2

6nc
e S eEp

m D 2 1

11~v/nc
e!2

]F0
0

]v G5S ]F0
0

]t D
c

.

~7!

The neglect in Eq.~4! of the flux driven in velocity space by
the space-charge field~term Es•F0

1!, as compared to tha
driven by the applied field, is justified under present con
tions, owing to the relative magnitude of both fields@27#.
Nevertheless,Es must be kept in Eq.~5!, since it nearly
balances the diffusion term and causes the total electron
ticle flow vector

G5E
0

`

F0
1 4pv3

3
dv ~8!

to become a small quantity@23,24#. Thus, using Eq.~5! in
Eq. ~8!, we obtain

G52“ r~Dene!2nemeEs, ~9!

where

De5
1

ne
E

0

` v2

3nc
e F0

04pv2dv ~10!

and

me52
1

ne
E

0

` ev

3mnc
e

]F0
0

]v
4pv2dv ~11!

denote the electron free diffusion coefficient and the dc e
tron mobility, respectively.

On the other hand, integrating Eq.~7! over all velocities,
by multiplying both members of Eq.~7! by the volume ele-
ment in velocity space 4pv2dv and integrating from 0 tò ,
one obtains the continuity equation for electrons

]ne

]t
2“ r

2~Dene!2“ r•~nemeEs!5ne^n ion&2ne^n rec&,

~12!

with ^n ion& and^n rec& denoting the energy-averaged freque
cies for ionization and electron-ion recombination, resp
tively. We note that the symbol̂ & denotes the averagin
over all velocities. With this notation the free diffusion c
efficient given by Eq. ~10! is simply written as De

5^v2/3nc
e&. In writing Eq. ~12!, the term accounting for the

flux of electrons in velocity space driven by the applied H
field, that is the fourth term on the left-hand side of Eq.~7!,
vanishes at both integration limits, as well as the contribut
04640
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from all collisions that keep constant the electron num
density: that is elastic and inelastic collisions of first a
second kind.

A. Discharge

The second and third terms on the left-hand side of E
~7! and ~2! may be each quite large, but they nearly can
each other out under discharge conditions due to the v
nature of the ambipolar diffusion regime. This is the reas
why both terms are usually neglected at the moment to
culate the EEDF in discharge conditions. Here the EEDF
low-pressure ~p52 and 10 Torr! microwave discharge
@v/(2p)52.45 GHz# in N2 is obtained by solving the sta
tionary Boltzmann equation for a HF field by assumi
]F0

0/]t50 in Eq.~7! ~due to the inequalityv@te
21 which is

on the basis of theeffective field approximation!, and ne-
glecting terms which depend on position coordinates~homo-
geneous Boltzmann equation!. When the diffusion and
space-charge field terms are neglected one must also neg
for consistency, the creation and loss of electrons on
right-hand side of Eq.~7!. The Boltzmann equation is henc
transformed into a continuity equation for the velocity dist
bution function, which allows a separable solution of t
form F0

0(r ,v)5ne(r )3 f 0(v).
In these conditions, the Boltzmann equation is usua

written in the form@28#

dG

du
5(

i j
@Au1ui j n i j ~u1ui j ! f ~u1ui j !2Aun i j f

1Au2ui j n j i ~u2ui j ! f ~u2ui j !2Aun j i f #, ~13!

in which the homogeneous distribution functionf 0(v) is re-
placed with the EEDF,f (u), obeying the normalization con
dition *0

` fAudu51, and whereu5 1
2 mv2 denotes the elec

tron energy. The terms inside the brackets on the right-h
side of Eq.~13! take into account the effects of excitation
vibrational and electronic states of N2 by inelastic collisions
~the first and second terms!, and of the de-excitation of the
vibrational states by electron superelastic collisions~the third
and fourth terms!, with ui j , n i j , andn j i denoting the energy
threshold and the inelastic and superelastic collision frequ
cies, respectively, andG(u) representing the total electro
flux in energy space due to the continuous terms in the B
zmann equation.G(u) is given by the sum of the fluxe
driven by the applied HF field,GE ; the elastic collisions,
Gc ; the electron-electron~e-e! collisions,Ge-e ; and the in-
elastic and superelastic collisions of electrons with rotatio
levels assuming a continuous approximation,Grot . These
can be written, respectively, in the forms@28,29#

GE52
~eEp!2

3mnc
e

1

11~v/nc
e!2 u3/2

d f

du
, ~14!

Gc52
2m

M
ncu

3/2S f 1kTg

d f

duD , ~15!
4-3
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Ge-e522ne-eu
3/2S I f 1J

d f

duD , ~16!

Grot524Bn0Au f . ~17!

In Eqs.~15!–~17!, nc is the elastic electron-neutral coll
sion frequency for momentum transfer,M is the molecular
mass, andTg is the gas temperature.ne-e is the electron-
electron collision frequency given by@23#

ne-e54pS e2

4pe0mD 2 ln L

v3 ne , ~18!

with e0 denoting the vacuum permittivity and lnL the Cou-
lomb logarithm.I and J are two integral functions off (u)
known as Spitzer’s integrals@23#, B(52.531024 eV) is the
rotational constant in N2, and n05n0A2u/m s0 is a fre-
quency for rotational exchanges induced by electron imp
including both inelastic and superelastic processes, obta
using the continuous approximation@29#, in which n0 is the
gas density ands058pq2a0

2/15, with q ~51.01 in N2! de-
noting the electric quadrupole moment in units ofea0

2 anda0

the Bohr radius.
Equation~13! is solved coupled to a system of rate ba

ance equations for the vibrational and electronic states o2

and N(4S) atoms, and N2
1 and N4

1 ions, in order to accoun
for superelastic collisions of electrons with vibrationally e
cited molecules N2(X

1Sg
1 ,v). Moreover, the sustaining HF

electric field is self-consistently determined using the
quirement that under steady-state conditions the total rat
ionization must compensate exactly for the rate of elect
losses by diffusion, under the effects of a space-charge fi
plus electron-ion recombination@30,31#. We note that the
continuity equation for electrons is no longer implicit in E
~13!, so that the former must be taken independently for
purposes of determining the electric field necessary for
charge maintenance. For this purpose, the total ioniza
rate must include besides the processes of direct elec
impact ionization on N2(X,v) molecules and electron step
wise ionization on N2(A

3Su
1) and N2(a81Su

2) states, as
well as the processes of associative ionization due to c
sions between metastable states: that is, by collisi
N2(A)1N2(a8) and N2(a8)1N2(a8); see Refs.@30,31# for
details.

B. Post-discharge

Let us now consider the electron distribution function
the earlier instants of the afterglow of a stationary discha
by assuming a zero electric field att50 in Eq.~7!, using the
stationary distribution in the discharge as the initial con
tion. This is indeed an approximation, sinceEp cannot drop
to zero instantaneously@20,32#. In this case, the nonconse
vative terms for the electron density, associated with elec
losses by electron-ion recombination and diffusion in
presence of the space-charge fieldEs , should now be in-
cluded, with the effects produced by the fieldEs being pro-
gressively decreased as the time evolves.
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The time-dependent Boltzmann equation in the form
pressed by Eq.~7! is difficult to solve, even numerically, du
to the presence of the space-charge field term and of
dependence ofF0

0 on the configuration and velocity space
As a matter of fact, in order to determineEs self-
consistently, Poisson’s equation must be used, coupled to
continuity and momentum transport equations for both el
trons and ions. This task involves a great deal of compu
tional work, and is hence beyond the scope of the pres
paper. Here we are mainly interested in deriving a se
contained equation to treat this problem, which may be u
for practical purposes in different situations.

With this aim, we note that the transition from ambipol
to free diffusion, as the plasma conductivity decreases,
studied in Ref.@23# by solving a set of equations formed b
Poisson’s equation, and by continuity and momentum tra
fer equations for both electrons and ions, making two sim
assumptions: congruenceGe5Gi and proportionality
“ rne /ne5“ rni /ni . In Ref. @23# it was shown that the tota
electron particle flow vectorG given by Eq.~9! may be re-
placed by the equation

G52Dse“ rne , ~19!

whereDse denotes an effective diffusion coefficient for ele
trons, under the presence of the space-charge field, give

Dse5Da

De1L2eneme /e0

Da1L2neme /e0
. ~20!

HereDa;(m i /me)De is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient
m i is the ion mobility, andL5R/2.405 is the characteristic
diffusion length for a cylindrical container of radiusR, ob-
tained by replacing“ r

2ne with ;2ne /L2, which is consis-
tent with the assumption thatne vanishes at the wall. The
remaining quantities in Eq.~20! have been previously de
fined. In the limit lD!L, with lD5Ae0uk /e2ne denoting
the electron Debye length anduk5eDe /me the characteristic
energy, we obtainDse→Da , whereas we haveDse→De for
lD@L. Equation~19! hence allows one to cover the bridg
between nearly ambipolar diffusion~in the earlier and inter-
mediate instants of the afterglow! and free diffusion~in the
late afterglow! by considering the decreasing ofne and the
variation of bothDe andme .

Keeping in mind that, with the concept of effective diffu
sion coefficient, the integration of both members of Eq.~7!
over all velocities gives the continuity equation

]ne

]t
1Dse

ne

L2 5ne^n ion&2ne^n rec&, ~21!

we will return to the Boltzmann equation and assume that
second and third terms on the left-hand side of Eq.~7! may
be replaced by a sole term accounting for diffusion of el
trons under the presence of a space-charge field. With
assumption the time-dependent Boltzmann equation, abl
describe the evolution of the EEDF in the afterglow, may
written in the form
4-4
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]F

]t
1

2

3m

u

nc
eL2

Dse

De
F1

1

Au

]G

]u

5
1

Au
(
i j

@Au1ui j n i j ~u1ui j !F~u1ui j !2Aun i j F

1Au2ui j n j i ~u2ui j !F~u2ui j !2Aun j i F#2n recF.

~22!

Under the present formulation, once the EEDF and
electron density in the discharge are known, the EEDF in
post-dischargeF(u,t) can be obtained by solving Eq.~22!,
using the stationary distributionf (u) and the electron densit
in the discharge as initial conditions,F(u,0)5nef (u), and
assuming a zero electric field@GE50 in Eq. ~14!#. The
EEDF in the post-discharge, with the normalizati
*0

`FAudu5ne(t), can then be calculated from Eq.~22!,
considering the decreasing ofne(t) and the time variation of
De andme in Dse at each instant of the afterglow. The la
term on the right-hand side of Eq.~22! accounts for the
electron-loss process of dissociative recombination, wit
frequencyn rec, whose cross section was taken from R
@33#. The reader should refer to previous papers@30,31# for
further details of collisional data in N2. On the other hand
the production of secondary electrons by ionization has b
neglected in the afterglow, since the EEDF is rapidly d
pleted in the high-energy range in a very short tim
;1028– 1027 s, as we will show below. Hence the ioniz
tion is considered here as any other inelastic process, as
ing the energy loss of primary electrons only. In conclusi
Eq. ~22! should not be considered as a rigorous equation
describe the time evolution of the EEDF in the afterglow, b
just as an approximate equation than can be used to avoi
complexity embodied in Eq.~7!, since the latter contains
double dependence on configuration and velocity spaces

Finally, the self-consistent determination of the EED
should couple Eq.~22! with a system of time-dependent k
netic master equations for the vibrational leve
N2(X

1Sg
1 ,v), taking into account electron-vibration (e-V),

vibration-vibration (V-V), and vibration-translation (V-T)
energy exchange processes@9,30#, in order that the decreas
of the concentrations@N2(X,v)# along the post-discharg
may be considered in Eq.~22! in terms associated with in
elastic and superelastice-V collisions. Here, in order to sim
plify this problem, we assume that the concentrations
N2(X,v) molecules, that is, the so-called vibrational dist
bution function~VDF!, do not vary significantly in the post
discharge, which is not absolutely true as shown below, s
the vth levels continue to be populated in the afterglow n
only by e-V processes but also by nonresonantV-V energy
exchanges@9,12#. The latter due to the so-calledV-V pump-
ing up effect, first pointed out in Ref.@12# and also analyzed
in the detail for this very situation in Ref.@9#. Future work
will consider the coupled evolution of both the EEDF a
the VDF in the post-discharge, limiting us here to an analy
of the influence of the transition from ambipolar to free d
fusion regimes on the EEDF, and on related electron ene
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averaged quantities obtained from the EEDF, such as
electron density, electron mean energy, electron transpor
rameters, and various electron rate coefficients for electro
and vibrational excitation either by direct electron impact
stepwise excitation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculations in this paper were carried out for typic
operating conditions of a flowing microwave discharge
pure N2 @4–7#. In particular, we consider a microwave di
charge atv/(2p)52.45 GHz in a Pyrex tube of inner radiu
R50.8 cm; two values of pressurep52 and 10 Torr; a
unique value of the electron densityne5531011cm23,
which is usually modified in an experiment by varying th
injected microwave power; and a typical constant value
the gas temperature at present conditionsTg51000 K @9#. At
p52 Torr, for example, we obtain the following discharg
parameters using the present kinetic model:Ee /n051.36
310215V cm2 for the reduced effective electric field nece
sary for sustaining the HF discharge@27,28#, dPabs/dz
533 W cm21 for the mean input power absorbed per u
length, Tv521 100 K ~that is, kTv51.82 eV! for the vibra-
tional temperature of the lowestvth levels of the VDF, and
@N(4S)#/n050.154 for the fractional concentration of N(4S)
atoms. It is worth noting at this point that the VDF is ve
distant from a Boltzmann distribution, so that the tempe
ture Tv is defined here as the characteristic vibrational te
perature of the Treanor-like distribution that best fits the c
culated VDF in the lowest fourvth levels. Although the
predicted valueTv521 100 K seems to be very high, this
not the case in a microwave discharge atv/(2p)
52.45 GHz with the present choice of input parameters@9#,
since the mean power absorbed from the field per elec
u5(dPabs/dz)/nepR2 reaches;23108 eV s21.

Once the EEDF in the dischargef (u) is obtained, the
relaxation ofF(u,t) is analyzed by solving Eq.~22!, with
Ee /n050, and by settingF(u,0)5ne3 f (u) as the initial
condition. With this aim, Eq.~22! is transformed to a set o
coupled ordinary differential equations by a finite differen
ing of the electron energy axis inton cells of width Du,
using a scheme close to that reported in Ref.@34#, and em-
ploying the following algorithm for time-evolution:

AuIO•F~ t1Dt !5~DtAO 1AuIO!•F~ t !. ~23!

Here IO5d i j is the identity matrix,AuIO5Auid i j , with ui
5( i 21/2)Du denoting the energy in the middle of the celi
of energy grid,Dt is the time step,F(t) is the EEDF at
instant t, and AO is a matrix of coefficients obtained from
finite differencing all terms of Eq.~22!.

The electron density is updated during the time-evolut
process in the term taking into accounte-e collisions, in
n rec(t)5ni(t)A2u/ms rec ~with s rec denoting the electron-ion
recombination cross section and where it is assumedni5ne
at each instant!, and in Dse/De given by Eq.~20!. In this
latter equation,De and me are also updated at each instan
Equation~23! evolves with an initial time-stepDt;10210s
4-5
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for the first iterations and then a predictor-corrector meth
~Adams-Bashforth method! is used for adjusting the stepsiz
@35#. We note that in a self-consistent determination of
EEDF, Eq.~23! should be solved together with a system
kinetic master equations for the vibrational leve
N2(X

1Sg
1 ,v), that is with a system of equations describi

the time-evolution of the VDF, in order that the effect ofe-V
superelastic collisions may also be updated. Here, for
sake of simplicity, we assume that the concentrations
N2(X,v) do not vary significantly, which is not absolute
true for the manifold ofvth levels as it can be seen in Re
@9#. The full self-consistency between the EEDF and VD
will be achieved in a future publication.

Figure 1 shows the EEDF calculated at different insta
(t5023.231024 s) in the afterglow of a HF discharge wit
p52 Torr. The rapid depletion of the high-energy tail of th
EEDF at the earlier instants of the afterglow (t,1027 s)
occurs as a result of electron inelastic collisions. The EE
is calculated in the presence ofe-e collisions, since during
the relaxation process the EEDF goes toward the low-ene
part of the distribution, where the Coulomb cross secti
which sharply increases with decreasing electron ene
plays an important role in affecting the EEDF. Figure
shows the EEDF calculated with the inclusion~full curves!
and in the absence ofe-e collisions ~broken curves!, at t
51027, 1026, 1025, and 1024 s. The effects produced b
e-e collisions on the EEDF are particularly important at i
termediate instants;1025 s producing a large increase in th

FIG. 1. EEDF calculated in the post-discharge of anv/(2p)
52.45 GHz microwave discharge in N2, with p52 Torr and
ne(0)5531011 cm23, for the following instants in the afterglow
~A! t50, ~B! 1027 s, ~C! 1025 s, ~D! 1024 s, ~E! 3.231024 s.
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tail of the EEDF, typically for energies larger than;6 eV
and smoothing the peak nearu;0.

Although the EEDF is largely modified at short times
small as 1027 s Fig. 3 shows that the electron density r
mains practically unchanged up tot;1025 s due to the large
characteristic times for electron losses by ambipolar dif
sion, so that within the time interval of Figs. 1 and 2, t
EEDF is consistent with the normalization conditio
*0

`F(u,t)Audu5ne;const. Figure 3 reports the values fo
ne(t) calculated from Eq.~22!, in which a transition from
ambipolar to free diffusion regimes is considered~curveA!,
as well as the values obtained when free diffusion of el
trons is assumed during the whole relaxation process@i.e.,
assumingDse/De51 in Eq. ~22!, curveB#. For comparison,
we also report the values ofne(t) in the absence ofe-e
collisions, but considering the transition from ambipolar
free diffusion~curveC!.

As expected,ne falls sharply att;1027– 1026 s as the
electron diffusion occurs without the presence of a spa
charge field~curve B in Fig. 3!, whereas the inclusion or a
absence ofe-e collisions produce only minor modification
on ne ~curvesA andC!. The behavior exhibited byne(t) in
curvesA andC essentially results from the fact of the effe
tive diffusion coefficientDse remains practically unchange
up to t;331024 s, with Dse;Da , the instant at which it
increases sharply due to the diminution ofne . Figure 4
shows the ratioDse/De , given by Eq.~20!, calculated under
the same conditions as before, with the inclusion~curve A!
and in the absence~curveB! of e-e collisions. The free dif-
fusion is completely achieved att;431024 s.

In contrast to the situation ofne , the reduction of the rate
coefficients for excitation by electron impact of N2 electronic
states from the electronic ground-state N2(X 1Sg

1) occurs at
considerably shorter times. Figures 5~a! and 5~b! show the
temporal evolution of the rate coefficients for excitation
N2(A 3Su

1), N2(B 3Pg) and N2(C 3Pu) triplet states@Fig.
5~a!# and for excitation of the singlet states N2(a8 1Su

2) and
N2(a 1Pg) plus ionization@Fig. 5~b!#, at the same working
conditions as before, and when the transitionDa→De is con-
sidered together withe-e collisions. The present calculation
reveal the existence of a decrease of about two order
magnitude in the rate coefficients for excitation of N2(A)
and N2(B) states from N2(X), in the range t
;1029– 1026 s, followed by a region extended up tot;5
31025 s, where the decrease is much less pronounced.
the other states the decrease is always faster.

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show, for comparison, the calcu
lated rate coefficients for excitation of N2(A) and N2(B)
states, respectively, using~i! our reference model@curvesA,
identical to Fig. 5~a!#, ~ii ! assumingDse/De51 during the
whole relaxation process~curvesB!, and~iii ! in the absence
of e-e collisions but including the transition from ambipola
to free diffusion regimes~curvesC!. Figures 6~a! and 6~b!
clearly show that as free diffusion is assumed, at the be
ning of the afterglow, an extremely fast decrease is obtai
for the electron rate coefficients, which is the origin of t
assumption usually made for the neglect of electron imp
process in the post-discharge. However, as the trans
4-6
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FIG. 2. EEDF calculated in the
same conditions as in Fig. 1, with
the inclusion~full curves! and in
the absence~broken curves! of
e-e collisions, for the instantst
51027, 1026, 1025, and 1024 s.
The full curves are the same as
Fig. 1.
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Da→De is considered, the rate coefficientCX,A presents a
nearly constant value of about two orders of magnitu
smaller than that calculated in the discharge, in a broad t
interval t;531027– 531025 s, so that, during the relax
ation of some heavy active species produced in the
charge, the excitation by electron impact in the po
discharge is not absolutely vanishing at all. Finally, Fig. 6~a!
also shows for case~iii ! that a quasistationary state
achieved between the EEDF and VDF at;531026 s, in
which the superelastic collisions of electrons with vibr
tionally excited molecules N2(X,v) compensate for the in
elastic vibrational losses@12#. This effect only slightly ap-
pears in our reference case~i! at ;231024 s, that is, just
before the sharp decrease dictated by the change in the
fusion regime. On the other hand, the magnitude of the
coefficients for excitation of N2(B) is always too small in
order that this effect may be observed in Fig. 6~b!.
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Figures 5 and 6 show that even in the case where
transition from ambipolar to free diffusion is taken into a
count, the electron rate coefficients for excitation, althou
not absolutely vanishing, are sufficiently small to validate t
assumption usually made for the neglect of the processe
electron impact in a post-discharge. However, the same c
clusion cannot be inferred in the case of excitation by sl
electrons, e.g., for stepwise excitation of N2(B 3Pg) and
N2(C 3Pu) states from N2(A 3Su

1). Figure 7 shows the rate
coefficients of these processes calculated using the cross
tion data@36#, with the same notations as in Fig. 6. The ra
coefficient for excitation N2(A)→N2(B) induced by electron
impact remains almost constant in the time intervalt
;1029– 1024 s, while that associated with the transitio
N2(A)→N2(C) is reduced by a factor of 10 when the tim
evolves up to;531025 s.
4-7
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Experimental evidence of the existence of non-negligi
electron impact processes in a N2 afterglow was observed in
Refs. @22,37#. In the post-discharge of a N2 pulsed rf dis-
charge@22#, it was shown that the N2(C) state continues to
be populated by collisions of low-energy electrons~energies
typically of the order;4 eV! on N2(A), up to afterglow
times as large as;1 ms. On the other hand, it was als
pointed out in Ref.@37# that a quite probable reason for th
disagreement between the calculated and measured flu
cences from N2(B), in the early afterglow (t,1024 s) of a

FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of the electron number density in
N2 post-discharge, calculated for the same conditions as in Fig
using our reference model~A!, assuming free diffusion of electron
during the whole relaxation process~B!, and neglectinge-e colli-
sions~C!.

FIG. 4. Temporal evolution of the ratio of the effective electr
diffusion coefficient to the free diffusion coefficient in a N2 post-
discharge, for the same conditions as in Fig. 1, including~A! and
neglecting (B) e-e collisions. The nearly flat region forDse/De

corresponds to ambipolar diffusion.
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N2 pulsed discharge, may be associated with neglecting
the model used in that paper, of N2(B) excitation by the
impact of slow electrons on N2(A).

Figure 8 shows the electron rate coefficients for vib
tional excitation~0-v transitions! and de-excitation (v-0) of
N2(X 1Sg

1 ,v) levels ~with v51, 3, and 5!, for the same
working conditions as before, in the case of our referen
model in what concerns the effects of diffusion~that is, in-
cluding the transition of diffusion regimeDa→De!. During
the relaxation process, the electrons tend to concentrat
the low-energy part of the EEDF, which causes an incre
in the electron rate coefficients for vibrational excitation, o
ing to the relatively low-energy thresholds for these p
cesses. Thus, the decrease of thee-V populating rates in the
post-discharge,Rv;ne@N2(X,0)#C0,v , just occurs at the mo-

1,

FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of the electron rate coefficients
excitation of N2(A), N2(B), and N2(C) states@curvesA–C in Fig.
5~a!#, and for excitation of N2(a8) and N2(a) states plus ionization
@curvesA–C in Fig. 5~b!#, calculated in a N2 afterglow for the same
conditions as in Fig. 1, using our reference model for electron
fusion and includinge-ecollisions. The symbols represent the ra
coefficients in the discharge (t50).
4-8
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RELAXATION OF THE ELECTRON ENERGY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046404
ment when the electron density starts to decrease, that
t;1025 s ~see Fig. 3!, and not as a consequence of the d
crease of the rate coefficients for vibrational excitationC0,v .
It should therefore be expected that the VDF will continue
be strongly populated in early and intermediate instants
the afterglow, not only in the highervth levels as a result o
the V-V ~vibrational-vibrational! pumping up effect dis-
cussed in Ref.@9#, which is a consequence of the anharm
nicity of the potential curve of N2(X) molecules, but also in
the lower levels due to the increase ofe-V rate coefficients.

Figures 9 and 10 show, for the same cases as in Fig
and 7, the time-evolution of the electron kinetic temperat
defined askTe5 2

3 ^u&, with ^u& denoting the electron averag
energy, and the rate coefficient for electron-ion recombi
tion a5^n rec&/ni5^A2u/ms rec&, calculated using the cros
section data@33#. The global behavior exhibited bykTe is
quite similar to that shown by the rate coefficients for ex

FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of the electron rate coefficients
excitation of N2(A) @Fig. 6~a!# and N2(B) @Fig. 6~b!# states, calcu-
lated in the same conditions as in Fig. 1, using our reference m
~A!, assuming free diffusion of electrons only~B!, and neglecting
e-ecollisions ~C!.
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tation of N2(A 3Su
1) and N2(B 3Pg) states, with an initial

rapid decrease in the first instants of the afterglow up
t;1026 s followed by a slowly decreasing region in the tim
interval 1026– 531025 s. In this latter time-interval the
EEDF and VDF are in quasiequilibrium through inelas
and superelastice-V collisions; henceTe;Tv @15#. On the
other hand, the steep increase of the electron-ion recomb
tion rate coefficient ast evolves is an obvious consequen
of the modifications produced on the EEDF along the rel
ation process, since the depletion of the high-energy tai
the distribution gives way, by normalization, to the appe
ance of a sharp peak centered atu;0. The progressive modi

r

el

FIG. 7. Temporal evolution of the electron rate coefficients
stepwise excitation of N2(B) and N2(C) states from N2(A), calcu-
lated in a N2 afterglow for the same conditions as in Fig. 1, usi
our reference model~A!, assuming free diffusion of electrons onl
~B!, and neglectinge-ecollisions ~C!.

FIG. 8. Temporal evolution of the electron rate coefficients
vibrational excitation ~full curves! and de-excitation~broken
curves!, associated with (0-v) and (v-0) transitions, calculated in a
N2 afterglow for the same conditions as in Fig. 1.
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fications of the shape of the EEDF, together with the fact t
the recombination cross section presents a dependence o
electron energy with the forms rec;u21 @38#, produce the
changes shown in Fig. 10 for the rate coefficienta.

Up to now, only results forp52 Torr have been pre
sented. By inspection of Eq.~22!, we observe that the fre
quency for electron losses by diffusion under the presenc
the space-charge field follows the lawn0

21, according to

ndif5
2

3m

u

n0A2u/msc
eL2

Dse

De
, ~24!

FIG. 9. Temporal evolution of the electron kinetic temperatu
in eV, in a N2 afterglow for the same conditions as in Fig. 1, usi
our reference model~A!, assuming free diffusion of electrons on
~B!, and neglectinge-ecollisions~C!. The symbol denotes the valu
of kTe in the discharge (t50).

FIG. 10. Temporal evolution of the electron rate coefficient
electron-ion recombination, in a N2 afterglow for the same condi
tions as in Fig. 1, using our reference model~A!, assuming free
diffusion of electrons only~B!, and neglectinge-ecollisions ~C!.
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wheresc
e denotes the effective cross section for moment

transfer. Figure 11 reports, for comparison, the frequenc
for electron losses by diffusion,ndif , and by volume recom-
bination,

n rec5niA2u

m
s rec, ~25!

against the electron energy, calculated at the beginning o
afterglow (t50), for p52 and 10 Torr keeping all othe
input parameters as before@v/(2p)52.45 GHz,ne5ni55
31011cm23, R50.8 cm, andTg51000 K]. Figure 11 shows
that the main electron-loss mechanism is diffusion excep
a narrow region nearu;0, where the electron-ion recomb
nation dominates. On the other hand, the frequency for e
tron diffusion decreases asp increases from 2 to 10 Torr
approximately with;p21, since the modifications onndif
produced by variations onDse/De are always negligibly
small.

The changes onndif with pressure fully interpret the tem
poral evolution of the electron density in the afterglow of
2.45-GHz microwave discharge, atp52 and 10 Torr, shown
in Fig. 12. The sharp decrease ofne(t) is considerably
shifted to a longer instantt;1 ms, as the pressure increas
from 2 to 10 Torr. As a result of the modifications that occ
in ne(t), the change from ambipolar to free diffusion r
gimes is also retarded from 231024 to ;1023 s, asp varies
between these two values of pressure; see Fig. 13.

The present results are qualitatively in line with the me
surements realized in Ref.@21# using the breakdown time
delay technique, in which it was observed, in a setup diff
ent from ours, although atp55 Torr, that a rapid transition
from ambipolar to free diffusion is needed att;20 ms to fit
the data. This apparent increase of the instant at which
transition from ambipolar to free diffusion occurs is sure

r

FIG. 11. Frequencies for electron losses by diffusion under
effects of the space-charge field~full curves! and by electron-ion
recombination ~broken curves!, calculated in an v/(2p)
52.45 GHz microwave discharge in N2, with p52 Torr (A) and
10 Torr (B), and for ne5ni5531011 cm23, R50.8 cm, andTg

51000 K.
4-10
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RELAXATION OF THE ELECTRON ENERGY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046404
associated with a large tube radius in the conditions of
experiment@21#. The memory curves in Ref.@21# were ob-
tained for a gas tube made of molybdenum glass with a
ume ofV5160 cm3 and an areaSW5180 cm2, which allows
R;1.8 cm in the case of a cylindrical tube, whereas in
conditions of the present paper we haveR50.8 cm. Since
the transition of the diffusion regime occurs when the
equalitylD;L holds, a larger tube radius implies a smal
electron densityne(t); consequently the transition poin
arises at a larger time.

Figure 14 shows the time relaxation of the electron kine
temperature in the afterglow of a HF discharge atp52 and
10 Torr, keeping all other conditions as before. The red
tion of kTe with increasing gas pressure results from t
decrease in the reduced effective electric field for discha

FIG. 12. Temporal evolution of the electron number density
the post-discharge of anv/(2p)52.45 GHz microwave discharg
in N2, with ne(0)5531011 cm23, R50.8 cm, andp52 Torr (A)
and 10 Torr (B).

FIG. 13. Temporal evolution of the ratio of the effective ele
tron diffusion coefficient to the free diffusion coefficient in a N2

post-discharge, for the same conditions and notations as in Fig
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sustaining, Ee /n0 . This parameter decreases from 1.
310215 down to 7.7310216V cm2, as p increases within
this range of values. In both cases,kTe first decreases with a
slope not very pronounced, up tot;331027 s, followed by
an extended region where the electron temperature rem
practically constant due to the achievement of a quasistat
ary state between the EEDF and the VDF, dictated by
compensation of inelastic and superelastice-V processes. At
the higher valuep510 Torr, we havekTe;1.5 eV in a rela-
tively extended regiont;331027– 1023 s.

Finally, Fig. 15 shows, for completeness, the EEDF c
culated atp510 Torr for different instants of the afterglow
in the time interval (0 – 1.4)31023 s, while in Fig. 16 we
report, for the same value of pressure, the time evolution
the electron rate coefficients for excitation of N2(A 3Su

1),
N2(B 3Pg), and N2(C 3Pu) states, from the electronic
ground state N2(X 1Sg

1). Both figures are obtained consid
ering the transition from ambipolar to free diffusion regim
in the Boltzmann equation, and taking into accounte-e col-
lisions. The general trends exhibited here are not very dif
ent from those previously shown in Figs. 1 and 5~a! for
p52 Torr. The main difference between 2 and 10 Torr o
curs in the high-energy tail of the EEDF at intermediate
stants,t;1027– 1025 s, in which a more pronounced de
crease is observed atp510 Torr, leading to a steepe
decrease of the electronic rate coefficient for excitation
N2(C).

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

An important aspect of the present paper is that to
knowledge it is the first time that the relaxation of the EED
in a N2 afterglow has been analyzed by solving the Bol
mann equation, taking into account the progressive reduc
of space-charge field effects, and giving place to a chang
the diffusion regime. In fact, as the applied electric fie2.

FIG. 14. Temporal evolution of the electron kinetic temperatu
in eV, in a N2 post-discharge for the same conditions and notati
as in Fig. 12. The symbols denote the values ofkTe in the discharge
(t50).
4-11
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V. GUERRA, P. A. SÁ, AND J. LOUREIRO PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 046404
drops to zero at the end of the discharge, the electron den
remains practically unchanged within a relatively long tim
interval, which originates that the radial space-charge field
maintained. This latter may vary only within the time sca
for ne variations.

With the exception of an experimental work in which a
effective diffusion coefficient assuring a transition from am
bipolar to free diffusion limits was derived from breakdow
time delay data@21#, and whose results are qualitatively i
agreement with the present study, other works on the el
tron kinetics in a nitrogen afterglow were mainly concerne
with the coupling between the EEDF and the VDF o
N2(X,v) molecules@12,18#, or with the coupling between
the EEDF and the populations of excited electronic sta
@13,14#. However, Refs.@12–14# assumed the mechanism fo
electron losses in the afterglow to be gas-phase recomb
tion only, while in Ref. @18# only processes that keep th
electron density constant were considered.

The worthwhile conclusion to be stressed from the pres
paper is that although the EEDF is largely modified in th
post-discharge after relatively short times as small
;1027 s, the electron density remains practically unchang
up to t;1025 s. Thenne(t) is reduced in the time interval

FIG. 15. EEDF calculated in the post-discharge of anv/(2p)
52.45 GHz microwave discharge in N2, with p510 Torr and
ne(0)5531011 cm23, for the following instants in the afterglow:
~A! t50, ~B! 1027 s, ~C! 1025 s, ~D! 1024 s, and~E! 1.431023 s.
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1025– 1024 s at p52 Torr and 1025– 1023 s in the case of
the higher value of pressurep510 Torr. This behavior es-
sentially results from the large characteristic times for el
tron losses by ambipolar diffusion;(Da /L2)21. A second
important conclusion derived from the present study is t
certain processes due to electron impact play a nonvanis
role in the post-discharge. This is the case for processes l
ing to vibrational excitation of N2(X,v) levels, as well as of
stepwise excitation of N2(B) and N2(C) states from N2(A)
metastables.

Work is in progress to couple the present time-depend
Boltzmann analysis to a self-consistent determination of
concentrations of N2(X,v) molecules and electronically ex
cited states of N2, in order that the effects of electron
superelastic collisions may be updated during the time e
lution. In fact, our previous studies@9# showed that the VDF
in a N2 post-discharge begins to be modified att;1024 s, so
that the calculated data at the upper limit of the time-inter
considered in this paper are merely indicative. Finally, a s
ond weakness of the present study is associated with
neglect in the model of secondary electron production in
post-discharge, as a result of collisions between N2(A)
1N2(a8) or N2(a8)1N2(a8) states@30#, as well as of ion-
ization processes involving vibrationally excited N2(X,v)
molecules@39#.
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FIG. 16. Temporal evolution of the electron rate coefficients
excitation of N2(A), N2(B), and N2(C) states~curvesA–C!, cal-
culated in a N2 afterglow for the same conditions as in Fig. 15. T
symbols represent the rate coefficients in the discharge (t50).
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